MINING CLAIMS AROUND GRAND CANYON
PRIOR TO THE
2012 MINERAL WITHDRAWAL

- Kaibab-Paiute (reclamation in progress)
- Vermilion Cliffs National Monument
- What, EZ1, & EZ2 Mines (all three proposed)
- Arizona One (on standby)
- Kanab North (reclamation in progress)
- Pinenut (reclamation in progress)
- Wate Mine (proposed)
- Orphan Mine (federal cleanup site)
- Canyon Mine (active)

2008 Total Claims = 8,238*

DATA SOURCE: Claims provided in 2008 by Environmental Working Group (EWG)

*CLAIM UPDATE: The 2012 Northern Arizona Mineral Withdrawal Record of Decision references that by 2009, the number of claims were greater than 10,000.